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A B S T R A C T

The crash box is a structural component which is widely used in transport vehicles. It is designed to collapse and
absorb kinetic energy in a low-speed collision. In this paper, we present a family of new origami crash boxes with
rectangular, polygonal cross sections, and tapered shapes, through pre-folding the surface of thin-walled tubes
according to a set of developable origami patterns. We have demonstrated through quasi-static impact experi-
ments and numerical simulation that these origami crash boxes collapse into a diamond-shaped mode with a
doubled number of traveling plastic hinge lines. The proposed optimal design leads to a maximum increase of
107.1% in terms of the energy absorption per unit mass and a maximum reduction of 68.3% of the initial peak
force when compared with the conventional crash box. The substantial gain in overall energy absorption and the
decrease in peak reaction force makes the proposed origami patterns attractive for energy absorption applica-
tions.

1. Introduction

Crash boxes are commonly used as energy absorption devices in
modern vehicles. They are typically installed between the main frame
of a vehicle and the bumper beam to dissipate impact energy in the
event of a collision through irreversible plastic deformation. Crash
boxes usually take the form of thin-walled tubes because of their long
stroke, predictable and stable collapse mode, and low manufacturing
costs [1]. For a similar purpose, thin-walled tubes have also been ap-
plied in landing gears of helicopter [2], front rail components [3], and
collapse zone structures for railway vehicles [4].

Significant work has been undertaken to study the axial crushing of
circular and square tubes. Depending on the ratio of tube diameter to
wall thickness, circular tubes could be crumpled into a concertina mode
[5] or a non-symmetric diamond mode [6], or a mixture of the two [1].
Theoretical prediction of the mean crushing force for the concertina
mode was developed by Alexander [5] and showed reasonable agree-
ment with experiments, whereas that of the diamond mode was less
successful [7]. Similarly, the collapse mode of square tubes is pre-
dominantly determined by the ratio of cross section side length to wall
thickness [8]. Thin square tubes usually form the symmetric mode,
while thick ones tend to crumple in the extensional mode [1]. Based on
the super folding element, the mean crushing force for the symmetric
mode was derived by Abramowicz and Wierzbicki [9], and further

modified by Jones and Abramowicz [8,10]. Besides, Hou et al. [11]
adopted both numerical simulation and experiments to optimize the
design of composite tubes, which was proved to have better energy
absorption performance than conventional tubes.

Thin-walled tubes with other profiles have also been employed to
facilitate engineering applications. For instance, tubes with a tapered
shape are seen as another type of effective energy absorbers because of
the low buckling force at the beginning [12], the stability of the force
versus displacement curve [13], and high efficiency in energy absorp-
tion when bearing oblique loads [14]. Both the symmetric mode and
the extensional mode as in the case of square tubes could be triggered in
tapered tubes, which is determined by the tube geometry [15,16]. Also,
thin-walled tubes with a polygonal cross-section, especially with a
hexagonal or octagonal one, are also adopted for energy absorption
devices as a trade-off between circular and square tubes. The energy
absorption was found to increase with the number of corners, ap-
proaching that of circular tubes [17]. Sun et al. [18,19] also suggested
using thin-wall structures with changing wall thickness as a potential
energy absorber, which helped increase the energy absorption per unit
mass (SEA) by 30% in the optimal case.

Recently, origami pattern has been applied in the design of thin-
walled tubes because it can help trigger a specific collapse mode which
in turn achieves low initial peak force, and sometimes, high energy
absorption. The developable feature of origami means the structure can
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the origami crash box: (a) the crease pattern for square tubes, (b) a unit of a square origami crash box, (c) the crease pattern for rectangular tubes,
(d) a unit of a rectangular origami crash box, (e) the crease pattern for hexagonal tubes, (f) a unit of a hexagonal origami crash box, (g) the crease pattern for type I
tapered tubes, (h) a unit of a type I tapered origami crash box, (i) the crease pattern for type II tapered tubes, and (j) a unit of type II tapered origami crash box.
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be conveniently constructed from a flat sheet of material without in-
plane material stretching. Yang et al. [20] pre-folded circular tubes
with a diamond origami pattern, which led to a significantly lowered
initial bucking force by 10%–35% without compromising the energy
absorption efficiency. Ma and You [21] designed a novel device named
the origami crash box. It had doubled the number of traveling plastic
hinge lines during crushing than the conventional counterpart. Both
reduced initial peak force and improved energy absorption were re-
ported [21–23], and the initial peak force can be reduced by nearly
40% [21]. Additionally, Kite-shape patterns [24], as well as Tachi-
Miura polyhedron bellows [25] were also explored, which increased
SEA by 30% and 60% respectively. To improve the structural com-
pliance, it was proposed that introducing certain geometric imperfec-
tion together with the origami pattern can lead to a more stable collapse
mode and performance [31]. More recently, Zhou et al. [32] studied the
crashworthiness of trapezoid origami crash box through numerical si-
mulation and demonstrated some of its desirable features. Furthermore,
for Miura-ori tessellation, Tolman and Magleby [33] have derived the
analytical solution for the elastic energy absorption recently. Collec-
tively, these works have contributed to the current understanding of
energy absorption characteristics when introducing origami patterns
into the thin-wall structures. However, systematic studies of the effects
of various origami profiles are still scarce in the open literature at this
moment.

In this paper, a series of origami crash boxes with various profiles,
including rectangular and polygonal cross-sections, as well as tapered
shape are studied. We also carry out the quasi-static axial crushing

experiment and finite element simulation to investigate their failure
mode and associated characteristics of energy absorption performance.
The origami pattern geometry and corresponding origami crash boxes
are firstly introduced in Section 2. Then Section 3 describes the nu-
merical modeling scheme and experimental validation. Subsequently,
the results are presented in Section 4 and discussed in detail. Finally,
the conclusion and future direction are included in Section 5.

2. Pattern geometry

We first briefly cover the design of origami crash box with a square
section, which can also be found in Ref. [21]. The box consists of a
series of identical units placed longitudinally. The unit is shown in
Fig. 1(a), where solid and dash lines represent the mountain and valley
creases, respectively. The tube in Fig. 1(b) can be easily obtained by
folding a thin sheet along the creases and connecting the two free edges
from each side.

The pattern for a single unit, shown in Fig. 1(a), is parameterized by
the diagonal length of the cell in the horizontal direction c, unit width
b, and the diagonal length of the cell in the vertical direction l. Fur-
thermore, the geometrical relationship between the corner angle and
dihedral angle , Fig. 1(b), is

= l
c

4 arctan cos
2 (1)

For a square origami box, is /2, and can be determined by l and
c through the following equation,

= c
l

cos
2

( 2 1) (2)

Rectangular origami crash box can be readily derived from the basic
pattern, which is shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). Here, the unit width a and
b are used to define the rectangular cross-section, where a is assumed to
be larger than b hereafter. Similarly, the geometry of the pattern can be
determined by parameters a, b, c and l, while can still be calculated
using Eqn. (2).

Besides, the crash box with a polygon cross-section can also be
developed from the basic pattern. The hexagonal pattern and the cor-
responding hexagonal origami crash box are shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f).
Here, the pattern geometry can be defined by b, c, l, and the number of
sides N . The dihedral angle for a tube with N sides can be obtained by
replacing with N

N
( 2) in Eqn. (1), leading to

=
N

c
l

cos
2

tan
2 (3)

Tapered origami crash box can be designed through the same pro-
cedure alike. Two types of tapered tubes are considered in this paper.
For type I, only two opposite sides are inclined and the other two are
straight. Fig. 1(g) and (h) display the pattern for type I and the corre-
sponding tapered origami crash box. The pattern geometry is de-
termined by the following parameters: the upper width and the lower
width of the trapezoid surfaces, a1 and a2; the adjacent unit width b; and

Table 1
The geometric parameters for origami crash boxes in five profiles.

Tube profile Geometric parameters

Square b, c, l, M
Rectangular a, b, c, l, M
Polygonal b, c, l, N, M
Tapered of type I a1, a2, b, c, l, M
Tapered of type II a1, a2, c, l, M

Table 2
Geometrical parameters and numerical results of straight origami crash boxes.

Model N a b c l l/b a/b M Pmax SEA

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kJ kg−1)

A1 4 – 60 – – – – – 4.64 0.98
A2 4 – 60 30 60 1.0 – 2 2.08 1.31
B1 4 80 40 30 60 1.5 2.0 2 2.00 0.97
B2 4 70 50 30 60 1.2 1.4 2 2.05 1.19
B3 4 80 40 20 40 1.0 2.0 3 1.84 1.25
B4 4 70 50 20 40 0.8 1.4 3 1.83 1.32
C1 3 – 80 14.35 40 0.5 – 3 1.47 1.20
C2 5 – 48 25.50 40 0.8 – 3 2.21 1.98
C3 6 – 40 30.92 40 1.0 – 3 2.62 2.03

Table 3
Geometrical parameters and numerical results of tapered origami crash boxes.

Model N a1 a2 b c l l/a1 a1/a2 M Pmax SEA

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kJ kg−1)

D1 4 40 80 60 30 60 1.5 2.0 2 1.99 1.04
D2 4 50 70 60 30 60 1.2 1.4 2 2.05 1.21
D3 4 40 80 60 20 40 1.0 2.0 3 1.81 1.19
D4 4 50 70 60 20 40 0.8 1.4 3 1.81 1.26
D5 4 40 80 – 30 60 1.5 2.0 2 1.93 1.16
D6 4 50 70 – 30 60 1.2 1.4 2 2.03 1.18
D7 4 40 80 – 20 40 1.0 2.0 3 1.76 1.15
D8 4 50 70 – 20 40 0.8 1.4 3 1.80 1.25
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the diagonal length of the cell in both the horizontal and vertical di-
rection c and l. For type II, all four sides are inclined and have identical
geometry. The origami pattern for this type and corresponding origami
crash box with a tapered profile are shown in Fig. 1(i) and (j), re-
spectively. Four parameters, a1, a2, c, and l, completely define the pat-
tern geometry. For these two types of boxes with a tapered profile, no
closed-form equation for can be derived.

In addition, M is another important parameter in the design of long
crash boxes which describes the number of stacking unit along its axial
direction. The geometric parameters for all the five profiles are sum-
marized in Table 1.

As a result, sixteen origami crash boxes with different profiles were
designed, including A2 with a square profile, B1 to B4 with a rectan-
gular profile, C1 to C3 with a triangular, pentagonal, and hexagonal
profile, respectively, and D1 to D8 with a tapered profile. For com-
parison, a conventional square tube A1 was also built as a benchmark.
The major geometric parameters are listed in Table 2 and Table 3, and
all the wall thicknesses were chosen as 0.3 mm. All the tubes were
designed to have identical mass ( <error 0.7%) in order to facilitate
comparison.

Fig. 2. Manufacture of square origami crash box: (a) male and female mould; (b) a patterned sheet after stamping; (c) a half-tube mould by 3D printing; (d) a
completed tube sample.

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental setup; (b) plate with square grooves.
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3. Finite element analysis

3.1. Numerical model

The axial crushing of origami crash boxes was simulated using
Abaqus/Explicit [26]. For computational efficiency, symmetry was

assumed whenever possible. For models with even number of sides, i.e.,
N=4 and 6 here, we only modeled half of the tube assuming the de-
formation to be symmetric about the mid-plane. However, for trian-
gular and pentagonal crash boxes, i.e., N=3 and 5, where no sym-
metric planes existed, the whole model was built. Four-node shell
elements S4 were used to mesh the model. The mesh size of 0.7mm was

Fig. 4. (a) The deformation process of A2; (b) Experimental and numerical force versus displacement curves of A2.
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found appropriate and adopted here after conducting a careful mesh
convergence study. The tube was inserted between two rigid plates,
with two ends coupled to the plates. During the crushing process, the
tube stood on an immovable rigid plate and was progressively com-
pressed from the top. The crushing distance was 82.4mm, about 70% of

the tube height. The loading rate was determined based on criteria in
Ref. [27] to ensure a quasi-static process. Contact played a vital role in
this problem, and surface-to-surface interaction was therefore con-
sidered. The coefficient of friction µ was set to be 0.25 [28].

Brass CuZn40 was utilized as the material: density = 8330kg/m3,

Fig. 5. Deformation processes of (a) A1, (b) B1, and (c) B4.
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Young's modulus =E 109.14GPa, tensile strength = 454.08MPau ,
Poisson's ratio = 0.3, yield stress = 103.99MPay , and elongation

= 35.9%u [26].
The initial peak force, Pmax , and the specific energy absorption, SEA,

which is defined as the energy absorption per unit mass [1] was eval-
uated for each tube. The following equation was used to calculate SEA,

=SEA
P x dx
m
( )0

(4)

where is the compression distance and m is the mass of the tube.

3.2. Validation of numerical model

Origami crash box A2 with a square section was fabricated and
tested under quasi-static axial loading to validate the numerical model.
A four-step procedure was developed for its fabrication, which is also
illustrated in Fig. 2. First, a pair of male and female moulds were de-
signed and 3D-printed to stamp the brass sheet. To define pattern
creases, protruded steel bars and corresponding rubber strips were
placed on the surfaces of the moulds. As it turned out the mountain and
valley creases were well-formed after stamping, which is shown in
Fig. 2(b). Second, the stamped sheet was folded along the creases to
form a half-tube with the guide of a half-tube mould. Third, two half-
tubes were connected by eight riveting points with an overlapping
width of 2.5 mm. As a final point, the completed tube was heat treated
for 8min at a temperature of 500 C to release residual stresses created
during the folding [29].

An Instron 5982 machine conducted the quasi-static axial crushing
of the tube. The setup of the experiment is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a).
During the crushing process, the tube was placed between two 3D
printed plates of 8mm thick as shown in Fig. 3(b). The plates had
square grooves of 3mm in width and 2mm in depth, which were used
to constrain the translational degrees of freedom. A compression of
82.4 mm was applied at a loading rate of 5 mmmin−1. The complete
sequence of the crushing and folding was monitored and recorded.

Three samples were tested, and the deformation process and force
versus displacement curve of sample 3 are presented and compared
with numerical simulation results in Fig. 4. It can be seen that in both
cases, the crash box is deformed following the origami pattern, and the
curves match reasonably well with each other. The minor discrepancy is
mainly from the inconsistency of the geometry between the numerical
model and the tested specimen. For instance, the local warping of top
edges and the geometric imperfections on the tube surface, which can
possibly be introduced through the fabrication process, were not cap-
tured in the FE model. Since the present study focuses on the overall

energy absorption performance, we did not examine these factors in
detail at this moment. The numerical Pmax and SEA, are within 8.33%
and 10.27% of the corresponding averaged experimental results, re-
spectively. Therefore, the finite element modeling approach is con-
sidered appropriate for this study.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Comparison of conventional square tube and square origami crash box

The effect of the origami pattern regarding deformation mode and
energy absorption is first presented here through comparing a con-
ventional square tube A1 and a square origami crash box A2. It can be
seen from Fig. 5(a) that a symmetric collapse mode is triggered in A1. In
contrast, the crushing of A2 is directed by the pre-folded pattern as can
be seen in Fig. 4(a), leading to two successive lobes. In each lobe, a
diamond with two pairs of traveling plastic hinge lines is formed at each
corner and move away from each other during the compression process,
deforming a large area at the corner. This new mode is called the
complete diamond mode. It has been known from the super folding
element theory [9] that traveling plastic hinge lines are responsible for
one-third of the total energy absorption, and therefore the complete
diamond mode is more efficient than the symmetric one.

The force versus displacement curves of the two models are plotted
in Fig. 6, and the numerical data are listed in Table 2. In comparison
with A1, the specific energy absorption SEA of A2 is substantially in-
creased by 33.67%. Meanwhile, the initial peak force Pmax of A2 is re-
duced by 55.17% since the pattern also works as a form of geometric
imperfection to lower the bucking force.

4.2. Effect of rectangular cross-section

Four models, B1 - B4 with changing cross-section aspect ratio a b/
given in Table 2, are built and analyzed to understand the effect of a
rectangular cross-section. The crushing process of B1 is first presented
in Fig. 5(b) as a representative. It can be seen that the initial formation
of the traveling plastic hinge lines is identical to that of A2 (config-
uration at 1.8mm displacement). Subsequently, the diamonds from
adjacent corners touch each other and merge into one, leading to the
disappearance of two pairs of traveling plastic hinge lines. This can be
clearly seen from the deformation of the upper unit in two different
angles as enclosed in the red circles. After merging, B1 becomes folded
similarly to conventional square tubes until the end of crushing.

The diamond merging phenomenon is correlated to the relative
distance of the neighboring diamonds, which can be quantified by the
non-dimensional l b/ ratio. Unlike B3 and B4, when l b/ is gradually
reduced, we find that B2 exhibits diamond merging and collapses in the
complete diamond mode as that of A2. The crushing process of B4 is
presented in Fig. 5(c) as an instance. The results suggest that diamond
merging can be avoided when l b/ 1.

The numerical results of the four tubes are listed in Table 2. The SEA
of model B1 and B2, which show diamond merging, are lower than that
of A2. The larger l b/ , the lower SEA. The reason is that the complete
diamond mode is not formed due to diamond merging, leading to re-
duced energy absorption. Tubes B3 and B4 without diamond merging,
on the other hand, have very close SEA to that of A2, indicating that the
cross-sectional aspect ratio a b/ has little effect on energy absorption.
This again confirms the correlation between deformation mode and
energy absorption.

In summary, the ratio of l b/ governs the occurrence of diamond
mode, with the critical value equal to 1.0. To be more specific, when
l b/ 1, the diamond mode will dominate the collapse, and the energy
absorption will become larger when this ratio further decreases. On the

Fig. 6. Force versus displacement curves of A1 and A2.
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Fig. 7. Deformation processes of (a) C1, (b) C2, and (c) C3.
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other hand, the effect of a b/ is found not significant in the collapse
mode or the energy absorption performance.

4.3. Effect of polygonal cross section

Three polygonal origami crash boxes, C1, C2, and C3, made with
triangular, pentagonal and hexagonal cross-section, are considered re-
spectively. The tubes have identical l and M , and the corner width c of
the three tubes are varied to ensure that they have an equal initial di-
hedral angle = 156.07 with the square and rectangular ones. As
presented in Fig. 7, the complete diamond mode invariably occurs in all
the tubes, with the only difference being the number of diamonds in the
circumferential direction.

The force versus displacement curves of the three tubes are plotted
in Fig. 8, with the corresponding Pmax and SEA listed in Table 2. The
maximum value of SEA achieves 2.03 kJ kg−1 (C3 pattern), and the
maximum reduction of the initial peak force is around 68.3% (C1
pattern). It is worthwhile to note that the increase in SEA reaches as
large as 107.1%, which makes it one of the best designs among current
well-accepted patterns, at least in terms of energy absorption efficiency.
It can also be seen that both Pmax and SEA increase with the number of
sides N . This is caused by the fact that as N increases so does the
number of diamonds, or traveling plastic hinge lines, which in turn
leads to higher energy absorption.

4.4. Effect of type-I tapered shape

Four type-I tapered origami crash boxes with two tapered sides, D1 -
D4, are designed and analyzed. They all have identical c l/ to that of A2,
but varying M and degree of tapering which is quantified by a a/2 1 ratio.
For D1 and D2, the pattern is followed in both cases, but diamond
merging takes place in the upper unit due to the l a/ 1 ratio, the coun-
terpart of l b/ ratio in straight tubes, is larger than 1. The collapse
process of D1 is shown in Fig. 9(a) as an example to demonstrate dia-
mond merging and the crushed configuration of D2 with the same mode
shown in Fig. 10(a). When l a/ 11 , the crushing process of D3 in
Fig. 9(b) indicates that diamond merging is successfully removed, and a
complete diamond mode is formed. The same deformation mode is also
observed in D4, which is shown in Fig. 10(b). Therefore, the ratio of l a/ 1
determines the occurrence of diamond mode here, whose critical value
is also found to be 1.0. The performance of energy absorption is in line
with the rectangular cross-section cases: that is, when l a/ 11 , the
lower the ratio is, the larger the energy absorption will take place.

The force versus displacement curves of the four tubes are plotted in

Fig. 11(a), and the numerical data are compiled in Table 3. We can see
from the results that as long as the complete diamond mode is triggered
(as in D3 and D4), the tapered crash boxes have comparable Pmax and
SEA with those of the square one (A2). This is a desirable feature since
the tapered design can be readily applied without compromising the
performance. Moreover, the SEA is only marginally reduced with the
increase of a a/2 1, indicating that the behavior of the tapered design is
not sensitive to the degree of tapering within the range studied here.

4.5. Effect of type-II tapered shape

Four type-II tapered origami crash boxes D5 - D8 are investigated.
They have four tapered sides, identical c l/ to that of A2, and varying M
and a a/2 1 ratio. The crushing process of D5 in Fig. 9(c) shows a similar
deformation pattern as D1 at the early stage. However, for D5 the upper
unit then moves towards the lower one and prevents the development
of the diamonds in the lower one, leading to a mixed mode of plastic
hinge traveling and tube inversion. Another view of this deformation
mode is presented in Fig. 10(c). This phenomenon also appears in D6,
and its collapse mode is shown in Fig. 10(d). The tube inversion is
eliminated by increasing M from 2 to 3 so as to reduce l a/ 1. The
crushing process of D7 in Fig. 9(d) reveals that the complete diamond
mode is again achieved. Model D8 also develops a complete diamond
mode which is shown in Fig. 10(e), but tube inversion is observed in
neither case.

The force-displacement responses and numerical data of the four
tubes are shown in Fig. 11(b) and Table 3, respectively. Similar con-
clusions as in the case of type-I tapered crash boxes can be drawn. Once
the ratio of l a/ 1 is below one, the diamond mode will dominate the
collapse. The type-II tapered design has comparable Pmax and SEA with
the square one and the type-I tapered one. And the degree of tapering
a a/2 1 is not found affecting the energy absorption of the type-II tapered
design significantly.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have designed and analyzed a family of origami
crash boxes with square, rectangular and polygonal cross-sections,
some of which take a tapered shape. Those devices are formed by pre-
folding the surface of a thin-walled tube with specially designed or-
igami patterns. It has been found out that:

(a) Complete diamond mode featuring doubled traveling plastic hinge
lines can be triggered in the device, leading to a reduction in the
initial peak force and a substantial increase in the specific energy
absorption: The optimal design can achieve an increase of 107.1%
in SEA and a reduction of 68.3% in the initial peak force respec-
tively when compared with the conventional crash box. As a result,
the proposed origami patterns here could serve as one of the most
attractive designs in energy absorption applications.

(b) When the unit length to tube width ratio l b/ 1, a rectangular
origami crash box collapses with a diamond mode, which in turn
has comparable energy absorption with their square counterpart
with identical weight regardless of its cross-sectional aspect ratio
a b/ . When l b/ ratio is larger than 1, on the other hand, it compro-
mises the energy absorption due to the merging of the diamond
lobes.

(c) For polygonal origami crash boxes, both the initial peak force and
specific energy absorption increase with the number of sides, when
the dihedral angle is identical.

(d) The ratio of the unit length to the upper distance of the trapezoid
surface, l a/ 1, should be relatively small to trigger the complete
diamond mode for tapered origami crash boxes. When the complete

Fig. 8. Force versus displacement curves of C1 - C3.
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Fig. 9. Deformation processes of (a) D1, (b) D3, (c) D5, and (d) D7.
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diamond mode does occur, the energy absorption of both the type-I
and type-II tapered crash box are not sensitive to the ratio of lower
distance to the upper distance of the trapezoid surface, a a/2 1.

It should be noted that only quasi-static analysis has been carried
out here. We have reported previously that square origami crash boxes
can keep their energy-absorbing efficient complete diamond mode
under low-speed collision [30]. Further tests for the dynamic axial
crushing of origami crash boxes with other cross-sectional profiles and
tapered shapes will be conducted in the future.
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